§ 1. In an earlier paper, which this note is intended to supplement and in some respects improve, the writer gave a general theorem of duality relating to isobaric determinants with elements C r and H r , the elementary and the complete homogeneous symmetric functions of a set of variables. The result was shewn to include as special cases the dual forms of " bi-alternant " symmetric functions given by Jacobi 1 and Naegelsbach, as well as two equivalent forms of isobaric determinant used by MacMahon 2 as a generating function in an important problem of permutations.
The mode of proof employed in the earlier paper was gradational. It has since been pointed out to me, however, by Professor H. W. Turnbull that material for a simple direct proof is available in Jacobi's theorem on the minors of the adjugate determinant. Such a proof is given below, and certain corollaries deduced. §2. We first define "bicomplementary sets" of indices. Consider for example the sets [1, 4] and [1, 2, 4] in relation to the complete set [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] . The indices not in [1, 4] are 0, 2, 3, and the defects of these from the highest index 4 reversed, give the set [1, 2, 4] . Such sets will be termed dual or bicomplementary. Clearly the relation is a reciprocal one.
THEOREM. An isobaric determinant with elements H r is identically equal in value to another with elements C r , provided that the suffixes of first rows, and also of last columns, in the respective determinants form bicomplementary sets.
PROOF. In virtue of the well-known joint recurrence-relations, the matrices
are reciprocal matrices, and so, since C o = HQ = 1, the determinants , and the elements of its first row and last column are in the first row and last column of | H | ( . By Jacobi's theorem on the adjugate such a minor is equal to the complementary minor in \C\ t , and this, by our observation above, is specified as to last row and first column by the rule of bicomplementary sets. A double reversal of order, in rows and columns, of the C-determinant now yields the desired result in the form enunciated. We may display it by the example This dual representation is of great value. In all theoretical work with symmetric functions, for example in the construction of generating functions in combinatory analysis, it is the .//-functions which arise most naturally; in practical evaluation, however, the C-functions are usually more suitable, since they have far fewer terms and vanish for orders higher than the number of constituent variables. It is often expedient, therefore, to solve problems by //-determinants, transforming them finally into C-determinants. § 3. This observation, combined with the theorem of duality, leads at once to the conclusion that in the Jacobi-Naegelsbach bi-alternant the bicomplementary property of first rows and last columns implies that the diagonal suffixes of dual bi-alternants form conjugate partitions, as was first observed 2 by Kostka; it shews equally that in the
